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The objective of this thesis is to present an introduction to a 
combination of the Bergeron· method of characteristics and the trape-
zoidal rule of integration to the digital computer solution of 
transients in electric circuits. This method has been used both in 




Since this method has not been generally available to students 
of electrical engineering, this paper discusses the method with com-
plete details for transient and steady state problems involving both 
lumped and distributed parameter. 
Chapter two discusses the Bergeron method applied to distributed 
parameters of transmission lines. 'lhe graphical solution with ex-
amples presents the general method and how it can be applied to a 
digital computer solutiono 
The first part of chapter three begins with the node equations 
and the trapezoidal rule of integration used in the digital computer 
1
H. Prinz and H. Dommel, "Uberspannungsberechnung in Hochspannung-
snetzen", presented at the Sixth Meeting for Industrial Plant Managers, 
Munich, Germany, 1964. 
2
"Digital Computer Solution of Electromagnetic Transients in 
Single and Multiphase Networks", I.E.E.E. Transactions on Power Appara-
tus and Systems, Vole Pas-88, PP• 388-399, April 1969 
solution. The Bergeron method applied to distributed parameters of 
lossless line by digital computer is introduced; the equations and 
equivalent impedance network of a line are derived. 
2 
The trapezoidal rule of integration is applied for lumped para-
meters, the eqUation describing the relation of voltage and current 
are determined and the equivalent impedance network for each lumped // 
parameter is obtained. Finally, the digital solution of a system 
with one nonlinear element is discussed. Three detailed examples 
are presented: the first, a lossless line with distributed para-
meters, the second, a circuit with lumped parameters, and the third, 
a system with a nonlinear parameter. 
Chapter three consists of the example of a relatively simple 
problem by both the conventional Laplace transformation technique and 
the described computer transient program. 




The method of characteristics with the aid or the trapezoidal 
rule of integration can be generalized ~~ a method capable of solving 
transients in any. network with·· distributed as well as lumped parameters. 
In order to understand the method of characteristics, in the 
following paragraphs we shall discuss the Bergeron method, which will 
perform the character of the method or characteristics and some graphi-
cal example which enables us to understand the concept of our main 
I 
objective--the digital computer solution or electromagnetic transient. 
The trapezoidal rule of integration will be described in the course of 
this paper. 
In about 1930 the Bergeron metho~ was originally devised by Louis 
Bergeron and o. Schnyder. This method is by no means new and it has 
been used as an aid for the calculation and determination of the tran-
sient phenomena in hydraulic systems. The Bergeron method has been used 
extensively in the field of hydraulics and the contributions to this 
field are well known. Recently there have been attempts to apply this 
method to electrical systems. The method is essentially a graphical 
process and this naturally will develop drawing errors. However, these 
errors can be eliminated by the use or a digital computerG 
In this method transmission lines may be considered exactly with-
4 
out having the equivalent networks of lumped elements and the essential 
nature of the line is retained. This can be considered one of the ad-
vantages of this method. Another advantage is that complex forcing 
functions such as sinusoids and exponentials can be handled exactly, 
while in other methods these types of functions have to be approxifllated 
and simulated in different forms. The method is also capable of hand-
ling circuits with lumped, resistive, inductive, and capacitive ele-
ments. Non-linear elements cause little difficulty. 
there are fundamental mathematical equations for all wave motion. 
'!here are a number of different types of solutions for these equations. 
One or these solutions is that the basis or the Bergeron method is such 
that it is exact and does not rely on mathematical series for its ex-




us now conti;nue our discussion on relation of voltage and 
current on a lossless linee The following two equations describe the 
relation or voltage and current on a transmission line. 
wheres 
-~ e/'bx = L. oi/~ t (1) 
-oi/t>x = c. de/ct {2) 
e = voltage to ground 
i =:·line current 
t = time 
L = line inductance per unit length 
C = line capacitance per unit length 
.5 
x = distance on· the transmission lme 
We may introduce two notations, Z and a. 
where: 
Z = surge impedance of the line 
a = velocity of propagation or the 
disturbance · 
Their relations with L and C ares 
z = vr:rc 
a= 1/~C 
By substitution of one equation for another we obtain two equations 







2 2 2 -2 2 
d e/~x = 1/a o (> e/'?}t 













are some functions and voltage and current are 
functions of time. 
We can think of the expressions (x+at) and (x-at) as waves travel-
ing in the negative and positive direction, respectively. Now by some 
manipulation··-or· equations (.5) and (6) we will see the principle of 
Bergeron method clearly. 
Let us multiply equation (.5) by Z and r~rst add it, then subtract 
it from equation (6). The result will be the two following equations: 
~' 
. ..--· 
e + Z • i = 2Z • Fl(x-at) 





If the two expressions (x-at) and (x+at) in equation {?) and 
(8) are constant, the left hand side ot the two equations wil+ also 
be constant. 
Now if we think of an observer who travels along the line with 
6 
a constant velocity "a" in the positive x direction, then this obser-
ver would tell us that the expression e + Z.i appears constant to him. 
If we express this in physical terms, -we may understand the con-
cept of two equations (?) and (8) thoroughly. This simply can be ex-
pressed so that if we think of an observer who is able to travel along · 
the line with the traveling wave, at the _same speed as the wave is 
moving, and at the same time is able to measure the voltage and current 
flowing, he would see that the relation of voltage and current is 
e + z.1 = constant. 
'lbe result of the above discussion permits us to write equations 
(7) and (8) as the following formss 
e + Z e i = Constant 
(9) 
e -Z • i = Constant (10) 
F.quations (9) and (10) are the equations of two straight lines in 
the voltage and current plane with the slopes of +Z and -Z, respectively. 
This is the basic idea of the Bergeron method~ 
In order to formulate the principle of this method we have to 
express another point~ 
7 
Let us assume two observers are moving along a transmission line, 
one in positive and the other in negative direction. As they are moving 
along the line tbey meet each other at a point where the voltage and 
current that one observer is measuring is the same as the other. 
F,quations (9) and (10) are called the "characteristics" of the 
preceeding differential equations. From this we may say that the 
Bergeron method is the extension of the "Method of Characteristic". 
In order to see the practical aspect of this method we illustrate 
some examples as followss 
Distributed-Constant Transmission Line 
Consider the distributed-constant transmission line AC and point 













A tl and 6t2 represent the transit time for sections AB and BC, 
respectively. This means At1 unit of time takes the wave travel from 
A to Band ~t2 unit of time from B to c. 
Now if some observer at time (t-At1) starts traveling from 
point A toward point B with wave velocity, he would see the relation 
of' voltage and current along the line _as follows: 
e + Z.i = K, 
Here K,is consta~t. 
(11) 
If another observer starts traveling from point C toward point 
8 
B with wave velocity, he would see the relation of voltage and current 
along the line as follows: 
e -Z.i = K
2 
(12) 
Suppose by some means the voltage and current at point A at 
time (t-bt1) and at point C at time (t-A"ti) are known •. By having this 
information equations (11) and (12) can be solved for K (constant) and 
consequenUy the points and lines A(t-Atl) and C(t-At
2
) can be plotted 
1n voltage and current plane as shown 1n fig. (l)b. The slopes or the 
lines A(t-At1) and C(t-At
2
) are -Z and +Z, respectively. 
Now if we go back to our observers, we see that they will meet 
each other at point B at time t and both register the same value for 
voltage and currente , Consequently, by having the past ~istory we are 
able to determine voltage and current at any point and at any instant 
of time. 
Transmission Line with a Non-Linear Resistor 
Let us turn our attention to a more complicated and practical 
example. Consider the system shown in fig. (2). There is a trans-
mission line terminated by a non-linear resistor. The characteristic 
of the resistor and the parameters of the line are known. For this 
example the line is considered to be. lossless. 
The non linearity of an element in a _system causes some com-




voltage across the resistor and the transient current at the source 
are desired while a step voltage is applied at the point A at time 
zero. 
Voltage Resistor Characteristic 
et A B 











One very important advantage or the Bergeron method is that it 
enables us to compute current and voltage simultaneously. In spite of 
other methods there is no need tor separate computation to determine the 
transient current. This advantag!_ ~lLappear in--the digital computer 
solution or electromagnetic transient which shall be discussed in full 
details in further sectionse The Bergeron diagram for this system is 
shown in fig. (2)b. 
Let us consider an observer moving at the wave speed up and down 
along the transmission line. Every time this observer travels the dis-
tance AB or BA it takes him one-time unit. Here the time unit corres-
ponds to the transit time of the line. Suppose he is leaving the re-
ceiving end B at a time -1. This means one ~ime unit before the step 
voltage is applied at A. We shall notice in the following paragraph 
that it is necessary to have some information of the past history in a 
10 
short period ot transit time. 
Consider equations (11) and (12). Every time the observer travels 
the ctl.stance AB and BA· we should be able to show the straight lines 
corresponding equations (11) and (12), respectively. He will reach A 
at time zero just as the step is applied. We know voltage and current at 
time -i at B is zeroe From this equation (11) becomes a straight line 
with the form of e = Zi passing the origin and intersecting the step 
voltage e at point oA in Bergeron diagram at time zero. The slope of 
this line is +Z where Z is the line surge impedance. This line is rep-
resented by o, oA as shown in fig. (2)b. Now at point oA (o represents 
time zero and A represents terminal A in fig. (2)a)we know voltage and 
current at time zero. In the next step whel'.l. the observer travels from 
A to B we know already the past history for the next step time +1. '!he 
equation describes the relation or voltage and current at this time is 
equation (12). This is a line passing through point oA with the slope 
of -Z and intersecting the resistor characteristic at point 1B. '!be 
characteristic or his travel from time -1 until time +1 is the line o, 
oA and oA, 1B. 
The intersection of the line oA, 1B with a line representing the 
characteristics of the resistor tells us the required voltage and 
current at B at time +1. We may notice that the characteristics of 
the resistor can take any degree of complexity without really making 
the problem more complicated. 
To continue the solution of this problem for further steps,. the 
observer simply continues his travel back and forth along the trans-
mission line and the diagram is built up as shown in fig. (2)b. 
Lumped Elements 
Since the Bergeron method is not our main objective and it is 
only to give us a basic background for our further discussion in 
11 
chapter two, we limit ourselves to a brief description of the handling 
of lumped elements in the Bergeron method. 
Important elements in power systems are of course lumped induc-
tive and capacitive components~" _There: must be some methods which are 
able to handle lumped elements in power systems. One of these methods 
is presented by the Bergeron method. The one possible disadvantage in 
this case is that the results must be a little approximated. The 
approximation taken in· this method is quite controllable and the result 
obtained by the Bergeron method i~ riot worse than those from other 
processes. 
To show the process o~ the method a lumped inductance example is 
illustrated as follows: 
·Lumped Inductance 
Consider a transmission line terminated by a lumped inductance as 
shown in fig. (3 )a. Let us assume some disturbance is applied at A and 
the voltage and current at B is known at time t. Since we know the re-
quired information of B at time t, the point Bt can be plotted in fig. 
(3)b. 
The voltage across an inductance is given by: 
e = L • di/dt 
(lJ) 
This will be handled by using finite differences rather than 
differentials, therefore let dt = h. 
12 
We want to find the voltage at point Bat time t + h. T'ne point 
Bt+h must be on the straight line characteristic At+h-.At, B seen by an 
observer leaving A at time t + h -At, where .t is the transit time from 
A to B. Now if h is small enough that we can assume e varies linearly 
in this interval, et and et+h are the voltages at point Bat time t 
and t+h respectively, then we may write equation (1.3) in the form or: 
((et+ et+h )/2) • h = L • di (14) 
or 
.et+h =-et+ L/(h/2) • di 
(15) 
• 
p;quation (15) is plotted in fig. (J)b represented by the line Bt, s. 



















Since we know the angle e, we can plot the equation of the line 
• t . t 




.. ···-··~· ·-··-· ... -···~·-·"· 
be plotted. This line intersects the line At+h-At' P at the desired 
point Bt+h• 
'!be complete diagram is built up by assuming that an observer 
travels back and forth along the transmission line AB. 'lhe surge im-
pedance of such a line is L/ (h/2) and transit time is h/2. In this 
case it might be argued that the inductor has been simulated by a 
transmission line. 
Lumped Capacitance and Series Lumped Circuit 
. The same process could be done in a case of lumped capacitance. 
In this case the surge impedance is h/2c and the line transit is h/2. 
The series lump~d circuit can be handled in the Bergeron method 
by the method just described, which my be "Cascaded" and this enables 
us to solve any combination of such elements in any electrical circuit. 
The Bergeron method provides a powerful tool for the solution of 
transient voltage and· current in electrical engineering~ So far this 
method taught us how to determine the transient voltage and current 
graphically in an electrical circuitQ The concept of this me~od will 
be applied to our next discussion regarding the digital computer solu-
t.ion. 
CHAPTER III 
DIGITAL COMPUTER TECHNIQUE 
The computation of the transient voltage and current was discussed 
by means of the graphical method in the previous chapter. As mentioned 
before, the disadvantage of this graphical method is the errors made by 
drawing and the time consumed for the solution of a large power system. 
However, graphical errors and the problem of time can be eliminated by 
' . * 
means of digital computation. 
The important digital computer solutions which are discussed in 
this chapter are the method of characteristics and the trapezoidal rule 
ot integration. Since node equations play an important role in digital 
computer solution, these are discussed first and then the trapezoidal 
rule of integration is presented. 
Node :Egua tions 
'lhe system of node equations~ applying the Kirchhoff's current 
law, is an important fundamental base for a digital computer solution 
of a large power system. In order to derive a general formula for node 
equations in any electrical circuit, consider the circuit shown in 
fig. (4). The Kirchhoff's current law states that the sum of the currents 
at each node is zero. 
* . 
Of course, the main purposes:of using digital computers are 
automatic solution and faster facility in obtaining data. 
15 
Applying this law at node 1, 2, J, and 4 with direction of current 
as shown in fig. {4) {th,e arrow represents the direction of current), 
gives 












0 = Ya(VJ. -V2) -Yb(V2. -V3) ~ Ye(V2 -V4) · (17) 
0 = Yb(V2 -V3) -'Yui (V3 -0) -Yd(V3-V4) (18) 
and for node 4 
0;; -l'p('4 -0) + Yd(V3 -V4) + Yc(V1 -V4). (19) 
Rearranging ·this equation and letting Yge = I
1 
gives _ 










0 = V2Yb -V3(Yb + Y
11 
+Yd) + V4Yd 

























, and V4 can be determined by solving the 
four equations 20 -23 simultaneouslye By knowing these voltages, all 
branch currents can be founde We should note that the number of equa-
tions is one less than the number of n·od.eso 
From the above four equations we can derive the general node 
equation for arry electrical circuit as follows: 
I1 = V1Y11 + V2Y12 + V3Y13 + ••••••• VnY1n 
Iz = V1Y21 + V2Y22 + V3Y~3 + ••••••• VnY2n 
1
3 = V 1 Y31 + V 2Y32 + V3Y33 + •. • • • • • VnYJn 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ct 
1
n = V1Yn1 + V2Yn2 + V3Yn3 + ••••••• 













Trapezoidal Rule of Integration 
I 
There are a number of ways to integrate a function and one of 
16 
these is the trapezoidal method which is used in many digital computer 
solution techniquesQ ,In order to see the rule of this integration 









I ~ I 'c1 
I 












The t axis is equally divided i~_n small division and each small 
/ 
17 
di vision is designated by ~t. The area below the curve between zero 
and n determines the integral of £unction F from 0 to n. Let us write 
the area of each trapezoid under the curve and then by summation of all 










= (1/2)(y1 + y
2 
) ~t 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
A 1 = (1/2)(y 2 + y 1 )At 
n-n-n-
An = (1/2)(Yn-1 + Yn ) .ot. 




><Yo +2Y1 +2y2 + • • • • + 2yn-1 + Yn > = J Fdt 
0 
Of course one could say this result may not be accurate enough since 
an approximation is used111 This will depend on how small t is. The use 
ot At will be made more clear in the next part where the digital computer 
solution is discussed. 
DIGITAL COMPUTER SOLUTION OF ELECTOMAGNETIC TRANSIENTS 
A digital computer solution of transients can be applied to power 
systems containing long lines with or without lumped parameters. The 
process ta.ken in this digital computer solution is a step by step pro-
cedure that proceeds along the time axis where each step is designated 
by At. This short interval of time may be either fixed or variable. 
Starting wi~ initial condition t = O, the state of the system in the 
18 
sequence of steps is found at t =At, 2At, Je.t, •••• up to the maximum 
time 'tmax for a particular case. In every state of the process the 
past history is known. 'nlis means when we are solving for time t the 
previous states t -~t, t -2At, t -JAt, and back to the initial con-
ditions are known. In the case of long lines the past history used for 
time t is t -rwhere t corresponds to the travel· time of the line. In 
the case of lumped parameters ~t corresponds only to the previous step 
where it can be any arbitrary length of time. Therefore a limited 
portion of this "past history" is used for long lines in the method 
of characteristics and in the trapezoidal rule of integration. 
Equivalent impedance network of a line and lumped parameters are 
presented by the equations derived by the method of characteristics 
for lines and trapezoidal rule of integration for lumped parameters 
and the record of past history.. This will be made clearer as we first 
discuss lossless lines. and the lumped parameter networks. 
Lossless Line 
In order to derive an equation by the method or characteristics 
for lossless line and consequently to build an equivalent impedance 
network for the line, we have to remind the reader of some material 
which has been already discussed in chapter two. 'Ibis also helps us 
to see that the digital computer solution is actually Bergeron's 
method for a lossless linee 
Consider a lossless line with inductance L and capacitance C 
per unit length (fig. 6). The relati~~ of voltage and current at a 
point x along the line is 
-~e/?Jx = L(oi/at) 
-"bi/?Jx = C(<>e/ot) 


























and by some manipulation which was discussed in chapter two, equations 
(26) and 27) can be written in the form of: 
e(x,t) + Zoi(x,t) = 2Zo~ (x -at) = constant 
e(x, t). -Z.i(x, t) = -2Z. ~ (x + at) = constante 
As we see equations (24) -(29) are the same as equations 




Now with the same imaginary observer as before, who travels along 
the line, equations (28) and (29) seen by the observer are constant. 
' 
This means when he travels from b at time t -r equation:· (28) is ~ual 
to equa, t.ion (29) when he reaches a at time t. If the travel time to get 
from b to a or a to b 1 s 
t' = 1/a 
.-
(1 is the length of the line), then with the same logic we have: 
I 
ea ( t) -Zia, b ( t) = eb ( t -t") + Zib ,a ( t -?: ) 
e (t) -Zib (t) = e (t -') + Zi 'b, (t -t) 
b ,a a a, 
(JO) 
(31) 
ia b and·~ib a can be found from equations (JO) arid (Jl) as follows: 





(t) + (-(1/Z)eb(t ~ ?") -ia,b(t -r)) (32) 
20 
. ib,a(t) = (1/Z)eb(t) + (~(1/Z)e
4
(t -?"") -ia,b(t -r)). (JJ) 
Consider equation 02); the second term of the right hand side of this 
equation can be simulated as a source current parallel with Z and let 
us call this current Ia (t-t: ). Therefore equation (J2) can be written 




,b(t) = (1/Z)ea {t) + Ia (t -"t" ) 
(34) 
where 
Ia(t -i-) = -(1/Z)eb(t --r) -ib,a(t -r). 
(35) 
Consequently the equivalent impedance network by considering equations 












Similarly,f'or node b equation (JJ) can be written in the form of: 
ib,a(t) = (1/Z)eb(t) + Ib(t -t") 
Ib(t -r) == -(1/Z)e (t -c) -i · .b<t -'?" F 










and the equivalent impedance network considering equation (36) for 
node b is shown in fig. (8) 
b 
ib,a(t) 




Now, if fig. (7) and (8) are combined in an imaginary box, the 
complete equivalent impedance network of the line is a two port net-












'-· -·--··--· -·-_J 
Fig. (9) F.quivalent impedance network 
This fully describes ·the lossless line at its terminals. As the 
diagram shows, the terminals are not connected; of course the conditions 
at the other terminal in respect to another are only seen indirectly by 
. means of equations (JO) -(JJ) with a time delay 111 
Although the method of characteristics can handle lossy lines also, 
the differential equations produced are not directly integrable. There-
fore, losses are neglected at this stage. They may be included later as 
equivalent lumped resistances. 
\ 
.22 
In order to indicate the complete procedure a digital computer 
solution for a lossless line is illustrated in full detail as follows: 
Test Case No. 1 
Consider a series of three different lines, which are terminated 
by an infinite line. A rectangular voltage impulse, coming from an in-
finite line, is applied to these lines. This is shown in fig. (10). 
The voltage at node 4 is desired for maximum time of 20 micro-seconds.* 
V=1 p.u. 
!L·s l= oo 1 1=600 ft 2 1=500 ft 3 1=600 ft 4 l=oo g 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z=SOO Z=SO Z=SOO Z=SO Z=SOO 
a=lOOOft/f's a=600ft/f's a=lOOOft/rs a=600ft//fs a=lOOOft//ts 
~ 
" 
s 0 0 








t1 = 600 ft(600ft/ S) = 1/S 
Z-2 = 500 ft/(lOOOft/ S) = .5 S 
Z-3 = 600 ft/(600ft/ S) = 1/S 
R=500 
-:-
Infinite line means the travel time on the line is more than the 
time of study and when a voltage impulse of 1 p.u. is coming over this 
line, it is represented by voltage impulse of 2 p.u. coming over its 
*This problem is taken from L. v. Bewley, Traveling Waves on 
Transmission Systems, (New Yorks Dover Publications, Inc., 1951), 
P• 100~ 
equivalent resistance R = z. Infinte line 4, g shown in fig. (lO)a 






At = .25(s 
'tmax.= 20/S 
2.0 t)O 
The first step is to draw the equivalent network impedance of 
·23 
the system. This could be done by using fig. (9) for each node and the 
second step is to write node equations for all nodes. For this type of 
problem (lossless lines) there is no need to put node equations in 
matrix form, because all equations can be solved independentlyca (The 
equivalent impedance network of the system is completely shown in 
f'ige (ll). 
. Node F,qua tions: 
Consider each node in fig. (11); the node equations for node 1, 




























) =O (39) 
' ' ' . 
13,2 + ~3,4 = (1/SOO)e3 + I3(t -c
2




) =O (40) 
iJ,4 + 14 = (l/SO)e4 + I
4
(t -Zj) + (l/SOO)e
4 








-~ t uoo~ 
.;:t ?SO) 
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<r"t • ... 
N bO 






.,... t .,-f -+ 
• <r"t <• ~)'tr 
t • t) 0 
0 
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, and e4, can be found from equations 
(J8)-(41) in the following form: 
e
1













e;(t) = (500/11) (-I;(t -Z-
2
) -I;(t -~;)) 
e
4







In order to compute the node voltages, we need to <;'Ompute I 
; 












riCt • ~1) = -(l/5o)e2(t -t"'1) -12,1Ct -C1) 
i1,2(t) = (l/50)e1(t) + Ii(t -T1) 


























































~~)~t) = (l/SO)~ (t) + ~ (t -r
3
) 
Ij(t -r3) = -(l/SO)e4(t -'Z"3) -i4,3(t -Z:-3) 
i;,4(t) = (l/50)e
3
(t) + Ij(t -l) 
I4(t -7'3) = -(l/50)e3(t -'j) -13,4Ct -r.3) 
Now we have all the information to write a digital computer 
program for this system. 
Digital Computer Program: 
25 
Before we write a program, we have to describe some notations 
used in the program. These notations correspond to the previous not.a-
/ 
tions and they are as follows s 
Tl = maximum time 
D = t 
I = ( Tma.x./ ~ t) = uni ts of time 
T = time 
'7' -r 
K = 'l -3 
N = T2 
(in unit or time) 
(in unit or time) 
E(n,I) = en(t) n : 1, 2, 3, 4 
R (2,I) = i2,1(t) 








The program written on the next page is in basic language and has 
been executed by G. Eo Mark llo 
100 DIH E(4 ,100 ),R(4 ,100) ,A(J,100) ,B(4 ,100 ),P(J,100) 
110 READ Tl,D 
120 READ E(l,l),A(l,l),A(2,l),B(2,l),E(J,l),E"(2,l) 
lJO READ A(J,l),B(J,l),E(4,l),B(4,l) 
140 PRINT "TIME", "VOLTAGE AT NODE 4~.' 
1.50 J=l+Tl/D 




200 IF T) ~7.5 THEN 210 
204 K=l 
206 N=l 


















J60 P(J,I)= (1/50)*E(J,I)+A(J,K) 
370 B(4,I)=-(1/50)*E(J,I)-P(J,I) 
J80 PRINT T,E(4,I) 
J90 NEXT I 
400 DATA 20, .25 
410 DATA • 0, • 0, • 0, • 0, • 0, • 0 
420 DATA oO,.O,.O,.O 
999 END 
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In the previous example a digital computer solution for a loss-
less line was fully describede In order to see that different types 
of systems with a lossless line are terminated in a resistor, inductor, 
or capacitor, some examples of traveling wave on single phase lines 
will be illustrated. 
The following examples are taken from H. ·Prinz, w. Zaengl and 
o. Volaker.• 
In most examples, the line is assumed to be lossless and the 
' ' 
surge impedance for a single phase line with a R = and G = 0 isa 
r;--, 
Z =VL )C 
and travel time is: 
where 
1 = length of line 
/ti 
r= 1 • v'L C 
t 
L = Series inductance per unit length 
• 
C = Shunt capacitance per unit length 
1. Line Terminated in R (R) Z) 
Energization is from de source. The result is shown in tig.,(12), 
a, b, c, and d. 
R= (l/lO)Z iA iB 
r
" ) . ) 
. -----·····-··-··-··--·-___ J ~~z 
-----n;:··-<12> ·· 
*H. Prinz, W. Zaengl and O. Volaker, "'!be Method of ·Bergeron for 
Solving Traveling Wave Problems" (in German), Bulletin SEV, Vol. 53, 
(Swiss Association of Electrical Engineering, August, 1962), PP• 725-739. 
33 
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T i----.. --ti . . " 











.. ; '?' 
. ~. 













Voltage uA and curN.nt iA at 
sending end. 




A Jt IJ 











Voltage ux and current ix at 1/3 dov.n the linA 
2. Lin~ terminatP.d in R ·. (R.> Z) 
10 
--<~-~t-· < 
Energization is e{ t) : K( e -e ) as show -in. figo (l.3)bo Switch 












S --'IT 10 
Voltage at B and energization 
source 
(Fig. {13) (b) 
3. LinA ttsrnrl.natAd in R (R> Z), intP.rnal resistancP. Ra. = Z 
Energization is frdJl de source. 
£~----------------------------












Voltage at A and B 
4. Lin, t~rminated in R (R > Z). ~nergization frgm current sgurcA 
Switch closes at t=O, i(t)=o for t (O, i(t)=I tor t' 0 
A 
T----4 e ~# r 8 
e 

















.. 1 . . 5 -•~T 
Voltage at A and B 
10 
5. SPries cgnnAction of lines with unequal surge impedancP-
Switch closes at t=O, Z1•(l/lO)Z2, T1=2?2. 
i'.f~· ..;._ -~ ·-· -----------
~h..-~ So{'~ ... ,(. .. ., e k.d.S. 
·'-'(> ·~ ~ +e.;:.."'a · "5-\-,'-+e. 
. ~ 
Rl: 2: 
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6c ?: = 2r: 
, e 








I ~ I 
I .............. '(" ......... _! 
~
·u·~: : 
r'--:-... ·---:.............. : I 










,, .· .!. 
s 
--YT 
Voltage at A, B, C, am X 
10 
· 7. Lumped r~sistance in SP.ries with line 
uR is :vo~tage across resist'ance, ZB=Z, and rB:2t' 
x .Y a 
Q e ~e o 
~ ~a= t 
R :: ~i 2-
-:-
Fig~ (18) 
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5 I . 10 
_-t/T '-------r----
,Voltage at A, B, and uR 
t 
. ' ' . 1 





























9. Lin~ tenninat~d with inductance 









VoltagA at A and B 
10. LinP-tP-rminatAd with capacitance 
"!" 
Energization is from de source •. ·-
~"' t: 
~· 







Fig'8 (21) In ·contrast to lumped inductances, 
suddfltn'. jwnps in the current are 
possible in distributed-paramater lines 
11. Lumped seri~s inductance 
L 
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12, LwnpP.d SP.ries capacitance 
















Voltage at A and B 
13. Shunt inductanc~ in middle of lin, 
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I · I 
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1 s I ..&~YT 1~: 
':" 
Fig. (24) 
Voltage at A, B, and X 
AA· Shunt capaci tanc~ in middle of line 














Lumped parameters are handled by the use of the trapezoidal rule 
of integration using digital computers. The impedance network is de-
termined by the equivalent impedance or each element. 
Inductance. Consider an inductance between nodes a and b: in fig. (26). 




Node a L Node b 
o 'll a-a lflJ7r o 
Fig. (26) 
Let us assume that voltage and current at time t -llt are known, and 
we want to find voltage and current at time t. These are determined 
by integration of equation (46) from t -At to the unknown state t. 
From equation (46) we have: 
d?.-a;b(t) = (1/L) (ea(t) -eb(t))dt 
J
t {~ 




ia,b(t) = (l/L) r(ea(t) -eb(t))dt 
-i:-At 
t . 
ia,b(t) = ia ,b(t -.6t) + (l/L) J Cea (t) -eb(t))dt (47) 
-{;-At-
The second term or right harid side of equation (47) can be integrated 
by using the trapezoidal rule of integration and this gives: 
ia,b(t) = 1
8
,b(t -ot) + (l/L)( At/2)(e
8




Rearranging this equation, we have: 
ia,b(t) = ( ~t/2L)(ea(t) -eb(t)) + ia,b(t -At) + (At/2L)(ea(t -At) -
eb(t -At)) (48) 
Let the second half right hand side of equation (48) be designated by' 
Ia,b(t -At), then equation (48) can be written in the form ofs 
. ia,b(t) = ( ~t/2LHea (t) -eb(t)) + Ia,b(t -At) · (49) 
where 
Ia,b(~ -At) = i
4
,b(t -t) + ( At/~L)(ea (t -At) -eb(t -ot)).(50) 
Now by considering equations. (49) and (50), (At/21) and Ia,b(t-At) 
can be simulated in a resistance and source current across the resis-
tor, ·respectively. Therefore the equivalent impedance network of an 






R = 21/ ./lo. t eb(t) 
+ 
Fig. 2? F,quivalent impedance network 
As was mentioned before, the trapezoidal rule produces some 
error in computation and this error is of order ( At )3; now if" .o t be 
chosen sufficiently small an~ cut in half, then the error will be cut 
in 1/8. The trap~7Didal rule of integration used in equation (48) 
shows that.this rule is identical with replacing the differential 
quotient in ( 46) by a central difference quotient at midpoint between 






Consider a capacitor as shown in fig •. (28). The voltage across 
a capacitor in general is: 
e(t) = l/C J idt + e(O) (51) 
Node ao \ ( GNode b 
c 
Fig. (28) 
We wish to find the voltage across the capacitor at time (t), while 
we know voltage and current at time (t -~t). Therefore equation (51)· · 
'• 
can be written in the following forms 
ea (t) -eb(t) = l/C idt + e& (t -t) -eb(t -t). (52) 
Let us apply the trapez.~ida.l rule of integration on equation (52), 
which yields: 
ea (t) -eb(t) -(l/c){At/2)(ia,b(t) + ia,b(t ".9 .o.t)) + ea (t -~t) -
eb(t -At) 
(53) 
Solving equation (5.3) for ia,b(t), it givess 
ia,b(t) = (2C/.At)(ea (t) -eb(t)) -1
4
,b(t -At) -{2C/ At)( ea Ct -.6t) -
eb(t -~t)) 
(.54) 
If the second half right side of equation (.54) is designated as 
I
8
,b(t -At), equation (.54) can be written in the form of: 
ia,b(t) = (2C/~t)(e
8




b(t -At) = -ia b(t -At) -(2C/.e..t)(ea(t -6t) -eb(t -6t)) (.56). 
t ' . 
Again by considering equations (55) and (,56), (2C/At) and 
42 
Now if these four nodes can be reduced to two nodes, it would be 
easier to solve a system than using 4 nodes. Suppose there is a ten-
............ -
circuit series of R -L -C branQhes iii.-a system, and if for each ele-
... ··--·---. --~~ .. ~·· ~-··· ·----------~ _,. ' -. 
ment we use one equivalent network impedance, we have to deal with 28 
nodes. However, if each of the R -L -C branches can be presented by 
two nodes and one equivalent resistance, we have to deal with only 
10 nodes,; This will be illustrated in the next digital computer solu-
tion for a series R -L -C branch. 
In order to derive an equation describing the relation of voltage 
and current in a series R -L -C branch, consider figQ ()l)ao The 
fundamental equation is: 
ea-eb = Ri + L(di/dt) + l/C S idt + ec(O) 
(58) 
where ec(O) is the initial condition of voltage ecacross the capacitor. 
Let us apply the trapezoidal rule of integration to equation 
(.58). We know this r~e is equivalent to using central differences; 
this means e : L(di/dt) can be replaced by: 
(l/2)(e(t) + e(t -At)) = (L/ At)(i(t) -i(t -~t)) (59) 
This is similar to equation (49). Now the average capacitor voltage 
between (t -At) and (t) is: 
ec(average) = (l/2)(ec(t) + ec(t -.At)) 
. ec= l/C ~ idt can be written in the form of i = C(dec/dt), by the same 
procedur~ used for equation (.58), i:::: c(de
0
/dt) can be written as: 








Now let us determine each term of equation (.58) step by step at 
(t -bt) to (t), and then substitute each term in the equation and 
find the final result which is applicable for our digital computer 
solution. 
ea -·eb = (l/2)(ea(t) -eb(t) +ea Ct -.At) -eb(t -At)) 
Ri = (R/2)(i(t) + i(t -At)) 
L(di/dt) = (L/At)(i(t) -i(t -~ t)) 
(1/0)) idt + ec(~)) = (l/2)(ec(t) + ec(t -.At) = (At/4C)(i~t) + 
_ ........ ·-
f{t--At))+ e (t -bt) 
. c 
Now substitute each term in equation (.58) and multiply by two and 
reo~er; we havea 
(ea(t) -eb{t)) + (ea(t'; -.e.t) -eb(t -At));;; i(t)(R + 2L/At + At/2C) 
+ i(t -~t)(R -2L/~t + At/2C) + 2ec(t -At): (59) 
Let the following symbols be assigned: 
Y = l/(R + 2L/bt +At/2C) 
P = Y(R -2L~t +At/2C) 
Then equation (59) becomes: 
i b(t) = Y(ea(t) ~ eb(t)) +I b('t -ht) (60) 
a, a, 
where 
Ia,b(t -6t) = Y(ea (t -~ t) -eb(t -At) -2ec(t -At)) -Pi
4
,b(t -At) 




a) Compute H = Y(e (t) -eb(t)) + I b(t -~t). · 
a a, 
This is the new current, but it should not be stored. 
b) Compute eQ(t) = ec(t -~t) + (At/2C)(i(t -At) + H) 
c) Update Ia,b(t) = Y(ea(t) -eb(t) -· 2ec{t)) -PH 
44 
d) H should be stored into location for current, i(t) = H 
For past history we should have three values Ia' b, i, and e
0
• 
f\Y' considering equations (60) and (61), the equivalent impedance 
network for a series R -L -C is as shown in fig. (32). 
Ia b(t -
ao I~ ~I ob 
t) 
r~<.~) Y = l/(R + 2L/ t + t/2C) l eb(t) 
Fig. (32) F,quivalent impedance network -: 
When all impedance networks are replaced by each element, the 
nodal equations for any network can be determined. This was explained 
in previous sections. The set of equations can be written in the form 
of s 
[ Y ]-[e(t) J = [i(t)] -[I] 
Matrix [e(t)] ~ ti(t)] , and(I] are column matrix. Part of 
the voltage of [e(t)J matrix is known and the other part is unknown., 
Let K designate the known part and U the unknown part; then we have: 
f 
[Yuu] [Y~l [[eu<t~J 




(t)], it gives: 




(eu<t>] =[Yuu) [rT1 -









This leads us to the solution of a system of linear equations 
with a constant coefficient matrix l Yuu], and with At fixed. 
A digital computer solution is illustrated in full details on 
the next pa.gee 
4S 
Test Case No. 2 
An impulse of rectangular waveform is applied to a voltage 
divider. This voltage divider has an equivalent circuit as shown 
in fig. (JJ). The equivalent circuit is formed of ten equal sections. 
We wish to determine the oscillation in voltage at low voltage end. 
Voltage at node 10 and current from node 9 to 10 are desired.• 
8
1 L C R 2 L C R J 9 i9,1t_t) e10 
~ /-r.:~y1:---re:~'· Ice ~r-1 




High voltage sections Low voltage 
Ce= 10 PF 
L = .5 fH 
C = 15 .nF 
R = lit 




e1(t) = le for t) 0 
e1(t) = 0 for t~ 9 
By considering fig. (32) for a series R -L -C and fig. (27) 
for a capacitor, the equivalent impedance network for the system shown· 
in fige (33) can be illustrated as in fig. (34) on the next page. 
Let the following symbols be assigned: 
Y = l/(R + 2L/At +At/2C) 
P = Y(R -2~/ t + At/2C) 
*This problem is taken from Hermann w. Dammel, Habilitation 








































































































































































































































































































Node equa tionss 
Since we know voltage at node 1
1 
there is no need to write the 
node equation for this node. 
Node No. 2: 
-
1
1;2 + 12,0 + 12,3 = 
0 
··-according to equations (55) and (60),-· .... we·-·have: 



















,3(t) = Y(~2(t) -e3(t)) + I2,3(t -At) 
By adding and reordering these equations, it gives: 
-Ye
1










(t -.At) + I
2
,o(t ~ ..e..t) + 
• I
2
,J (t -At) 
let a 













(t -~t) + I
2 
-:i(t -At) 
't ' ,.,, 







(t) + IT2 

































4(t) = Y(e;(t) -e4(t·))· +··I
314
(t -At). 














(t -~t), it gives: 
0 = -Ye
2




(t) + ITJ 





(t) -Ye5(t) + IT4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 














(t) + ITlO 




l :: I Y
0 
-Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 
2 1+1 IT2 
+ I3 
0 I= 1-Y 
Y'-Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I = I 0 -Y Y~ -Y 0 0 0 0 0 f ~+ !'14 
o I = I O O -Y y' -Y 0 . 0 0 0 : 
5 
+ ITS 
0 I = I 0 0 0 -Y Y' -Y 0 0 0 6 + IT6 
0 I= l 0 
0 = 0 
O· = 0 
0 = 0 
• 
O O 0 -Y Y -Y 0 0 7 + IT? 
O 0 0 0 -Y Y '-Y 0 . es + IT8 
·O 0 0 0 0 -Y Y ' -: e9 + IT9 
I • 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -Y 
[ i] = [Y] [eJ + ~TJ 
=-' 
( eJ = [Y] ( (i J -[I~ ) 
Now we are ready to write a computer program for this system. 
Let us first draw a flow chart for the program and then write the 
48 
computer program. 
In order to be able to follow the program, let us define the 
symbols used in the program. 
T = maximum time 
D = .At 
R1 = R 
L2 = L 
C = series capaoitanoe 
Cl = Ce = shunt capacitance 
[A1 = [ In-1, n] 
l Bl= lin,O 1 n = 1,2,3, ... • •. 
9 
9 
l c1 = [In, n + iJ 
(A) -[ B ] -l:c1 : l IT1 
(z) = (11 
(Q1 =, (y 1 
-a 
[w1 = lY 1 
J1 = maximum time 
R(L,M) = iL,L+l 
M = 1 
L = 1,2,3, •••• ,9 




Flow chart of 








MATRIX Q • Y 
STORE MATRIX W : y-l 
FOR J : 1 TO (Tmax!At) 
f 
• I T = (J -l)4t 
(E_] : [jv] ( [ i] 
[IT] ) 
FOR L : 1 TO 9 
COMPUTE. 
i AND IT AT TIME t + At 




100 DIM E(9,1),Z(9,l),A(9,l),B(9,l),C(9,1) 
110 DIM V(9,l),R(9,l),I(9,l),T(9,l),P(9,l) 
120 DIM W(9,9 ),F(9,l),G(9,l),H(9,l),Q(9,9) 
lJ.O RF.AD T,D,El 
140 READ Rl,L2,C,Cl,Al,Vl,ll 
150 MAT A=ZER(9,l) 
160 MAT B=ZER(9,l) 
170 MAT C=ZER(9,l) 
180 MAT Z=ZER(9,l) 
190 MAT I=ZER(9,l) 










260 MAT Q=ZER(9.9) 
270 FOR K2=l TO 9 
280 FOR KJ=l TO 9 
290 IF K2 < )IO THEN 370 
JOO Q(K2,KJ)=Yl 
JlO K4=IO+ i· ·--. --..... _ --
.320 IF K4=10 THEN )80 





350 IF K5=0 THEN 370 
)60 Q(K2,K5)=-Y 
370 NEXT KJ 
38.0 NEXT K2 
390 MAT W=INV(Q) 
400 J1=1+T/D 
410 FOR J=1 TO J1 
420 MAT F=A-B 
4 JO MAT G=F-C 
440 MAT H=G+Z 
450 MAT E=W*H 
460 FOR L=1 TO 9 
470 M=1 
480 IF L ) 1 THEN .550 
490 IF J= THEN 520 
500 S=E1 
.510 GO TO 530 . · 
520 S=Oo 
530 · R(L,M)=Y*(S-E(1,1) )+A(1, 1) 




580 IF L )1 THEN 650 




710 GO TO 6JO 
610 S=O. 
6JO T(L,M)=Y*(S-E(L,M)-2*V(L,M) )-U*R{L,M) 
~O GO TO 660 
~~-650 T(L,M)=Y*{E(Ll,M)-E(L,M)-2*V(L,M) )-U,!.R(L,M) 
--•• • 4 -·--·--·~-, .. -··-
660 I ( L tM )=R( L ,Ml.-----·--·····--··---'··----------···----·-·,_-------
670 A(L,M)=T(L,M) 
680 P(L,M)=(2*Cl/D)*E(L,M)+B(L,M) 
690 B(L,M)=-P(L,M) -(2*Cl/D)•E{L,M) 
700 NEXT L 
710 FOR N=l to 9 
720 N1=N+1 
?JO IF N1=10 THEN 760 
740 C(N,M)=A(Nl,M) 
. 750 GO TO 810 
760 R2=Y*E(9,1)+A1 








850 PRINT T1,I(9,1),E(9,1) 
53 
860 NEXT J 
870 DATA 1E-7,2E-9,1. 
880 DATA 1, .5E-6,15E-9, 1E-11, .o, .O,.O 
999 E.J.~D 
·This program was executed by.G.E. MARK II in basic langUa.ge. 



















































'' • '&E-8 
4·5E-8 
4~.6E-8 
At= 1 nSoc. 
~--~~-.,____ 
..... 
























· 3· 87927E-3 . 
4·. 865 i 3F.-3 
·5 • 76935E-3 
6• lt928E-3-. 
Q.006976 
7 • 221-!9 7E-3 
7·31685!!:-3 










·. 7•49371 E-·3 
7 .• L10 553E-3 
7•70319E-3 




























Q .. 388708 




0. 6096li8 . 





-0 .. 295591 
















cuunc~m AT 10 




IJ • 8E-8 
7 • 3 1 8 7 Ll E -3 
0·126015 
L1 • 9E-8 












(h 6 7 8 2 ~H~~ -3 
-2 • 8 60 38E-~~ 
5·4E-8 
8 • L1 5 Lt 1 E -:~ 













5 • 9-E·~a·----·--· 
7·9L1169E-3 
·-:· 7 .. t~ 6 7 8 5 E -2-
6·E-8 























l • 1 5 ts 5 8 E -2 
D.220957 
6.9E-8 
l • 2LJ 773E-2 
Oe295~12 
7·F.-8 





1 o 3L1229E-2 




l • 35359E-2 
0.513191 
7.3E-8 
1 • 3659LAr:-2 
0. it60 81 7 
7·4E-8 
l • 39/~LJ l E-2 
0·348259 
7·5E-8 
l ~ Ii 3 9 3 8 E -2 
0.216385 
7·6E-8 . 
l • 4 l~ 61.i BE-P. 







1·47912E-2 -2 • 1 8 7 1.1 7 E-2 
8.E-8 
1 • L~ 3 2 5 9 E -2 
-6·24451E-2 
B·lE-8 0·013961 






8·4E-8 1 • 'l3762E-:-?. 
-o. l li 7893 
8 • SE-8 . 
1·460 78E-2 
_,,. 0116 l l i!:-2 
8·6E-B 
1 • ''5696E-2 
9.S2414E-2 
8·7E-8 








1 • 291 2LJE-2 
9 e 4 L~ 0 8 7 E-2 
9·1E-8 1•29046E-2 
.::--4 • 0 5258E-2 
9·2E-8 
1·31053E-2 




l11J5048E-2 -o. l 5.!l58 l 
911SE-8 
l • 3LA78l.iE-2 
-7e35513E-2 
51 
TINE CURRE:~T AT 1.0 Y.9.LTAGE AT 10 
9 • 6E-8 l • 3 30 5.l E--2---· --·-.;<-~ • 0 22 2 7 
9 • 7 E..: 8 --·--.. --.-.. -.-----------] -; ·3 (f7 3 9 F. -~~ 0 . • 1 0 0 f5 9 l 
9.8E-8 1·2BG97E-2 0·1~4~75 
9.9E-8 0·012726 0·150~0~ 
l e E-7 1 • 2 C,2 J ':,n<-e:~ 0 • l 2 8 0 5 6 
. . --· 
l·OlE-7 1·25315E-2 8·66966E-2 
1·02E-7 1·24508E-2 3·70862E-2 
le03E-7 1·24332£-2 -9·793~4E•3 
1·04E-7 0·01255 -3.97979E-2 
l·OSE-7 l•28348E-2 -3.66782E-2 
1·06E•7 1·32396E-2 Q.01137 
1·07E-7 1·36394E-2 0·102543 
1·08E-7 1·38931E-2 0·216033 
lo09E-7 1·39293E-2 Q.316089 
l·lE-7. lo38052E-2 Q.366209 
l·llE-7 0·013697 Q.347509 
1·12E-7 1·38175E-2 0·271337 
lol3E-7 . 1~43008E-2 0·171788 
lel4E-7 1·51165E-2 0·118627 
l·lSE-7 1·~0649E-2 Q.131.876 
lel6E-7 1·68632E-2 0·220799 
1·17E-7 l·72814E-2 Q.348943 
l·lBE-7 1·72572E-2 Q.455176 
~-, 1 • 1 9 E -7 l • 6 9 2 8 9 E -2 0 •. i~ 8 2 2 9 7 
1 •. 2 E-7 ''l • 6 5 6 5 2 F. -2 0 • I~ 0 5 2 6 9 
1·21E-7 1·64275E-2 0·244671 
1·22E-7 le6635SE-2 5o81226E-2 
1·23E-7 lo71048E-2 -B·64731E-2 
1•24E-7 1·75908E-2 -0.142712 
·1.25E-7 · 1·78137E-2 -0-106737 
l~.-26E~7-l • 76019.F.-2 -1 • 72271 E-2 
1·27E-7 le69808E-2 6o53583E-2 
lo28E-7 1·61623E-2 8e96239E-2 
1·29E-7 1·544~1E-2 3·87242E-2 
1.3E-7 1·50683E-2 -6·1965qE-~ 
'T. 31 E-"7' ''-.... ~ --i-.-$1T08E..;.2 -o. 15835 
le32E•7 1·54514E-2 -0.195195 
lo33E-7 1·58377E-2 -0.1~4039 
1·34E-7 1·60068E-2 -1·79388E~2 
1·35E~7. 1·58069E-2 0.133763 
1·36E-7 1·52621E-2 Q.2~7805 
1·37E-7 1·45536E-2 0·275743 
le38E-7 l•39315E-2 0·20569 
1•39E-7 1 • 35983E-2 ·-:: 6 • 7 3~ 6 7E-2 
1 • 4 E-7 · · 0 • 0 1 3 6 2 -8 • 1 '' 9 ;l 5 E -2 
1·41E-7 1·39018F.-2 -0.180~53 




CURR.ENT AT 10 
VOLTAGE AT 10 
l·43E-7 
1 • .ltl-4095E-2. 
-0.117904 














. o. i 1n 1 as 
1~49E-7 
1·29811E-2 
















0 .. 234692' 
1·55E-7 
Q.013409 
-··· ... o .;~234392 
1·56E-7 1·34056E-~-
0-.190996 
l • 5 7 E -7. -·-.. ··-·:·----·----·--.. -----r·~-3 7-7 0 6 F, -2 
0 • 138L.l72 
l·SBE-7 






0 G 2683Ll9 
1·61E-7 







0 .1130 961 
1•64E-7 












1·68E-7· f ·65495E-~ 
-5·36359E-2 
1·69E-7. 






0. 2814 698 
1·72E-7 
l •Lt} 02 7E-2 
'). ~~ 30 5 68 
1 • 73E-7 
1·33061E-2 
6 .. L12826E-2 







l • 39L191 E-2 
-Oa339969 
1 • 77E-7 
1·43156E-2 
-0 • 2 34L18 
1·78E-7 
















2• 90 l 21JE-3 
1·84E-7 







l • 87E-7 
1·17683E-2 
.::·.5. 650 87E-2 
1·88E-7 
1·11523E-2 
0. l 14 961-l 3 
l • 89E-7 
l•04668E-2 
0.177916 
l • 9E-7 
9·98251E-3 





CURRENT AT 10 




























1 • 0 34~!8E-2 
0.239353 
2 .. Q2E-7 
1 •. 0 2 7 7 l! E -2 
0. 236lj2 
2e03F.-7 l·Ol 135E-2 
0 • 21 31 6Ll 
2• 01.iE-7 1·00194E-2 0·166859 
2.osE-7 
1·01638£-2 


























-e • 7 2 9 3 Bi~ -2 
·':':--
2·15E-7 
l • 0 2 6 l IJ E -2 
-0-193623 
2·16E-7 










B· 0 70ttSE-3 














-0 • 2Lt250 8 
2·25E-7 8·20916E-3 -0-132497 
2·26E-7 
7e91513E-3 
5 • 0 5 ll l 5 E -2 
2· 2 7E-7 
7.Q0975F.-3 
0 •:?. l l LJ 8 ~ 
2·28E-7 
5. 8'~ 0 ~~ 1 E-3 0 • 26760 B 
2·29E-7 
'~· 92032E·3 
0. l 91!388 
2o3E-7 
l.-1e 6L!045E-3 







6e38899F:-3 -Q .. 058886 
2. 3/~F.-7 











P.·7651E•3 4 • 452Lt9E-2 
60 
TIHE 
CURRENT AT 10 






-o. 230 1-4 5 
2·41E-7 5·232l3E-3 






2·44E-7 4• ~~2535E-3 
0. 5~i600 8 
2·45E-7 
2·99889E-3 
0. 5281!82 . 
2•46E-7 2· 26741 E-3· 0 • 3Li5266 
2•47E-7 
2· '~25J8E-.3 
8 • 0 72116E-2 
.2•48E-7 3·4128E-3 
-0.128808 




-:-, • 299116E-2 
·2. 51 E-7· . 
S.9L1051E-3 
0 .. 221~ 853 
2·52E-7 
5·227LJE-3 
· 0 • IJ66737 
2·53E-7 








-L! • 38258E-2 
2~57E-7 
3 • 6 9 5 7 Ii E -3 
-0.222111 
2·58E-7 












0 .. 370802 
2·62E-7 














-o. 15501 2 
2·69E-7 1 • 7 4 7 0 '-l F. -3 
7•77309E-2 
2•7E-7 





0 • 2L16578 
2·73E-7 -1·6135E-3 
8 • 5 7Li88E-2 
2·74E-7 
-1 • 11 7 4 1 l E -3 -7·78279F.-2 
2ta75E-7 
-1·05636E-3 








1 • E-8 
1·2E-8 
1·4E-8 





At = 2 11Soc. 




1 • 3 '' :l 2 5 E -7 
1·11072?:-6 
6 • 6 5 0 0 lt E-6 
3·0673E-5 
1 • 1 3 1 9 5 E -11 
. 3 • 4 2514 5 E -14 




2· 6E-8 6· 72 .. /8ClE-::3----·---·· 





























7 • 6 l.1 8 9 2 E -:3 
8. 709M~E-3 
9 • l f; Gn 11 F. -3 
ts. 78til.tl&F.-3 
8. 6~H'~'t 6E-~i 
9.W/75E-3 
1·16978E-P. 
.l .. 37011..tE-2 
le27081E-2 
1·29o61E-2 
1 • '-12311.tE-2 
1 .. 53735E:-2 
1 • 5 1 0 IJ 2 E -2 
0.013891 
VOLTAGE l\T 10 
0 
0 
5 • (.Ii 7 L1 E -8 
1·502LIE-G 
1 • 9 311 ~ () E -5 
1 • 60 '."H~2E-Lt 
9 .. 5 9 7 3 (> E -It 
11 • 11. l 0 4 3 E -3 
1·61338E-2 
I~• 80 359E-2 
O·ll7H75 
0. ~~ 3911/.16 
_o • ,, o o 8 o 11 
0 • 5 /~ 3 ()() l 
0 • SG9 7611: 




-7 .. 561.J22E-2 
0. l 779513 
00235732 
3 • 900L1/1S-2 
-0. H~5'~7 
~o. i 71.1086 
5·55022E-2 
u .. 211,739 
0 • 105 I! 92 
-0 .. 116265 
-o. 1371~92 
9 .. 159'48E-2 
0. 28·:i833 
0. 220 :~99 
I! • 9 9 7 0 7 E -2 
8·7232f.:E-2 
0·34225 
0 "lt9 l b65 
0 • 3Ll00L13 
9.99078E-2 















1 • 33f?O 7r>· ~ 
l • 11 0 1 7 5 E -::'. 
l. l~/481 5F.-?. 
1 • 3l'>022F:-2 
l • ~.?8602E-2 
1 • 2 9 ,, 1 5 s -2 
l • 3651t 3E-2 
l • 356?.BF-~Z 
1·~5707E•2 
-o. o 9o'rl r 
-0 • 2 7 ,, '• .., /.1 
-o. 1221'7 l 
a .. i r::.3095 
0 0 197301 
1 • L& ~ 9111 ?'.-2 
-7 11 crn 6 o BE -2 
3 0 5 S-1 1 3F.-f~ 
0·119863 
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Voltage at node 10 (e1o(t)) and _current from node 9 to node 10 
(i9,1o(t}) were plotted in fig. (35), where first twas selected 1 nSec. 
and then 2 nSec. From these figures, the significance of selection of 
At appears. The peak value of e1o(t) is o.6849 .. Volt::·: .. at t = 26 
sec. and .5697 Volt· ·.: .· at t • 26 Sec. when t is 1 nSec. and 2 n Sec., 
respectively. This shows that during time 26 nSec. and 28 nSec. that 
is t = 2? nSec., one point has been ignored in fig. ()5) and this is 





(t), which becomes_clearer by studying the two curvese 
From the above discussion, we note that the smaller 6 t is the 
more accurate of the calculated datae 
Nonlinear and Time-Varying Parameters 
Nonlinear and time-varying parameters can be handled as well as 
linear parameters. However, when there is only one nonlinear parameter 
in a system, the solution is still linear and when there is more than 
one nonlinear parameter, the entire system becomes nonlinear and thus 
the solution gets very complicated. 
Consider equation (61), when there is one nonlinear parameter, it 
is not included in matrix [Y]. To find an eqtiation describing the 
relation of voltage and current, 1a,b can be considered as two currents 
with two additional nodes: 
ib::;:: ia b and ia = -i
8 
b 
' . ' 
The equation consists of two parts; linear and nonlinear. By 
superimposing the two additional currents i
4
= -ib = -ia,b' equation (61) 
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can be written in the form of: 
eu(t) = eu(t) + z • ia,b(t) 
\--___J \ I 
---y--v 
Linear part nonlinear part 
The linear part is computed by ignoring the nonlinear part. 
Ma. trix l Z 1 is the precalcula ted difference of a th and bth columns of 
l;uu] -1. By considering the two simultaneous equations derived by the 
linear network aqua tion and the nonlinear equation, which is the char-
acteristic of the nonlinear element, current ia,b(t) can be found aa 
followst 
ea(t) -eb{t) = ea(t) -eb(t) + (Za -Zb)ia,b(t) (62) 
' I ' I 
'V =v 
linear part nonlinear part 
Let us put equation (62) in a general form as follows: 
e(t) = A -B ia,b(t) 
(63) 
The nonlinear equation in the form of given characteristics is: 
e (t) -eb(t) = f(i bt)) 
a a, 
(64) 
The nonlinear characteristic can be presented point by point 
and by each set of points, a linear equation is made and all equations 
are plotted as piecewise linear; then the result will be the character-
istic of the nonlinear element shown as a curve. This is represented 
by Bonneville Power Administration's program. 
Now consider fig. (37), where the characteristic of a nonlinear 
element as piecewise linear and a linear network equation in the form 
of equation (6J) are plotted. The intersection of these two curves 
gives the value of i b( t). For each step, when t changes the linear 
a, -
network line moves parallel with the latter one and every time a ne~ 
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value is found for i b(t). When i b(t) is known, it can be used in 
a, a, 











,/ eq. (63) 
I 
..._ __ .A.-_____ .-., ia_, bet) 
Fig. (37) Solution for nonlinear parameter. 
A nonlinear characteristic can represent any type or nonlinear 
element. In the case or a lightning arrester, since there should be 
a certain voltage (Vbreakdown> until the current be discharged, . 
i b(t) remains zero until voltage breakdown and in the case of a sys-
a, 
tem with one lightning arrester, the entire system is really linear until 
voltage breakdown. 
When a nonlinear element is a time varying resistance, equation 
(64) becomes simpler. Since resistance is a function or time, equation 
(64) can be written in the following form: 
e (t) -e (t) = R(t ) • i (t) 
a b R a,b 
When a nonlinear element is an inductance, the characteristic is 
usually defined ass 
'f= f(ia,b ) 
and the total flux iss 
r (t) = (ea (t) -eb(t))dt + t'CO) 
(65) 
Now when the trapezoidal rule or integration is applied to 
equation (65), it givesa 
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e {t) -~b{t) = (2/~t)f(i b(t)) -C(t -.o.t), 
a a, 
···--·-C(t. -At) J~~n be considered as initial condition or past history and 
..... _ ·-
for tilTle zero and (t -~t), it is respectively as follows: 
,./-
C(O) = (2/ ~t) )"(O) + e'O) -eb(O) 
C(t -.At)= C(t -2.0.t) + 2(ea(t ~.At) -eb(t -.6t)) (66) 
When a system consists of nonlinear elements, the time of study 
may not be the same as the time-varying of nonlinear elements. There-
fore, it may be more than one time-varying and this makes the program 
longero 
In order to see how a system with one nonlinear element can be 
solved by digital computer, an example is illustrated on the next page. 
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Test Case No. 3 
---..... Con.sider--a .system having a nonlinear element (lightning arrester) 
shown on fig. (.'.38). A lightnitlg stroke hits a line close to .a sub-. 
station, which can be considered as a current impulse with a character-
istic as shown in fig. (J9). The voltages at nodes 1, 2, J, 4, 8, and 
discharge current at lightning arrester are to be fo"Und.* 
(-,..6 
'2=0.1/'s 
i a (lightning stroke) 







· 2 {cable) 
Z"~ =0.1 rs 
l.lo-9 F 
-~--Zs=370 • A r 
infinite (-l~'tmax) 
4e4elo-9 F 










Z ;: .'.370SZ.all lines except the line from 2 to 4 which is .'.30 ohm 
s 
t = time of study = .1 ff sec., which is the smallest wave travel 
time on line. This can be smaller, but not more than .l sec. 
*Thi·s problem is taken from Hermann w. D9.mmel, Habilitation Thesis, 
submitted to the Munich Institute of Technology, May, 1970, P• 37. 
Characteristics of the lightning arrester: 
Vbreakdown = 610 V 
current i in KA I 0 I .; r 1 I 1.5 I 2.5 t J l 10 
voltage e in KV f o I 440 I 510 I 540 I ;ao 1 590 I 660 
' 
















The equivalent imped8.nce network of the system is shown on the 
next page. 
Let: ?:=wave travel time on a line 
~t ;;; time of study · 

















(t) = o 
e
8








ct> = o 
(1/J?O)e
3
(t) + IBJ(t -r;> + (1/370)e
3
(t) + IA;(t --r
2
) + (1/370) · 
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(t) = (-370/J)(IBJ(t -Ca) + IAJ(t ·-..:,-~) + Ic;Ct -i)) 
Node 2: 







(t) = o 
(1/J70)e
2









Ct -1:;) = o 
ez(t) = (-lll0/4J)(IB2(t -z;> + IA2Ct -?:i) + Ic2<t -'tj)) 













(t) = (-lll0/4J)(IB2(t -'z) + IA
2
(t -ri) + Ic
2
(t -Z3) -~(t)) 
' . V' . . . I , 
linear part (67) 
















Ct) = o 
(1/J?O)e1(t) + IB1(t -z;> + (2C/At)e1(t) + Icz(t -"3>· + 
. (1/J70)e
1
(t) + IA1(t -Z-
2
) = O 








(t) = o 
(1/JO)e4(t) + IA4(t -tj) + (2C/At)e4{t) + IB4(t -.6-1:-) + 
(1/5000)e4(t) = 0 
e4(t) .= (-1/(1/Jo+2C/l-).t+1/5000))(IA4(t -~) + IB4(t -6t)) 
Nodes 6 and.7: 
e6(t) = -370 IA6(t -'Cz) 
e
7





Considering the lightning surge characteristics, in fig. (J9), 
current ia(t) can be determined in the following form: 
i
8
(t) = Bt 
for 0 < t ~ 1 
ia(t) = (-4/49)t + J96/49 
for 1 < t < 50 
The characteristic curve of the lightning arrester is plotted 
in fig. (41) by having 7 points given in characteristic of the light-
ning arrester. El:luation Qf the line between each two points is as 
follows: 




(t) ~ 440 
ez(t) = 370 + 140 iz(t) 
for 
440 ~ ez(t) ~ 510 
e
2






( t) ~ .540 
e
2






(t) ~ 580 
e
2






(t) < 590 
e
2






(t) ~ 660 








Let us find the. __ :\Jltersection···of .. -thi~ -line.with nonlinear segments of 





(t)/880 + 1110/43) . for i
2

































(t) -560)/(10 + 1110/43) .for i
2
(t)<10 
As was mentioned before, the system is linear up to voltage 
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breakdown and therefore e2(t) = e12(t). Orice. e12(t) reaches Vbreakdown• 
iz(t) is computed by first equation derived from the intersection of 
_linear equation and nonlinear segments as above. If the computed value 
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78 
of i2(t) corresponds to the given value of iz(t), it is accepted, other-
wise the next equation should be used. For example, if the first equa-
tion is used, the computed value of i2{t) is <:•St i2{t) is accepted, 
otherwise the second or ~urther equations should.be used. The same 
procedure should be followed for all equations until the computed va~ue 
of i
2
(t) meets the corresponding equation condition. 
Once an accepted computed i
2
(t) is found, e
2
(t) can be computed 
by equation (67). For the next step_the same procedure is used and 
ez(t) does not have to reach or to.be more than voltage breakdown, 
because after Vbreakdown the lightning arrester still discharges current. 









' and IB'l are computed by means ·of equations (JS), (J7), and 
(56)e 
Now all equations are set and we are ready to write a digital 
computer program. 
Let us define the symbols used in the program. 
D =At 
Tl = maximum time 
Cl and C = capacitance 




e e • • • • • e • 
0 • • • • • • • • 
A(8,I) = IAa(t) 

















L is a reference for first nonlinear computed e2(t) • 








·, Tl,D,C,Cl,L=O, AND 
INITIAL CONDITION 
FOR I = 1 TO (l+Tmax/D) 
COMPUTE LINEAR e2(t) 
·Yes 
.No 
L = I)O 
COMPUTE 
~HE FIRST NONLINEAR e2(t) 
L = 0 
COMPUTE 
THE SECOND AND 




'ALL NODE VOLTAGES, 
'CURRENT AND 






100 DIM E(8,lOO),A(8,lOO),B(8,lOO),C(8,lOO) 
105 DIM R(8,lOO),P(8,lOO),Q(8,lOO) 
110 READ Tl,D 
120 READ C,Cl 
lJO READ A(8~1) ,R(8 ,1) ,B(J ,1) ,P(J,l) ,Q(3 ,1) ,R(3 ,1) ,B( 4-,1) 
140 READ C(J ,1) ,A(J ,1) ,B(2,l ),P(2,l) ,R(2,l) ,Q(2,l) ,Q(4,l) 
150 READ C(2,l),A(2,l),B(l~l),P(l,l),Q(l,l),R(l,l),P(4,l) 
160 READ A(l,l) ,C(l,l) ,B(7 ,1) ,P(7 ,1) ,P(6,l) ,A(6,l) ,A(4 ,1) 
81 
16.5 PRIN'T "TIME"_,"VOLTAGE AT 4","VOLTAGE AT 8","DISCHARGE CURRENT AT 2" 
166 PRINT 
170 L = 0 
180 Il = 1 + Tl/D 
190 FOR I = 2 TO Il 
200 T = D*(I -1) 
210 IF T > 1. THEN 240 
220 I8 = 8*T 
230 GO T0-2.50 
240 I8 = -(4/49)*T + J96/49 
2.50 K = I -11 
260 N = I ~ l 
270 M .. ::::"•··I-·-· ..... 10 .. ______ ..... -.C .. ---·-··---... ----·-.... ----------·-· 
280 IF T) 1. THEN J20 
290 K = 1 
JOO N = 1 
/ 
JlO M = 1 
J20 E(8,I)=(J70/2)*(I8-A(8,K)) 




370 B(J ,I )=-(1/J?O)*E(8,I)-R(8,I) 
J80 E(2,I)=(-1110/4.3)*(B(2,N)+A(2,N)+C(2,M)) 
390 IF L) 0 THEN 420 
400 IF E(2,I) <610 THEN 660 
410 L = 1 
420 I2=E(2,I)/88o+lll0/4J) 
4JO IF 12 ) .5 THEN 450 
440 GO TO .580 
4.50 I2=(E2,I)-370)/(140+1110/4J) 
460 IF I2 ) 1. THEN 480 
470 GO TO .580 
480 I2=(E(2,I)-450)/(60 + 1110/43) 
490 IF . I2 ) 1 • .5 THEN .510 
500 GO TO 580 
.510 I2=(E{2,I)-480)/(40+1110/4J) 
520 IF I2) 2.5 THEN ,540 
.53 0 GO TO 580 
.540 I2=(E(2,I)-.5J0)/(20+1110/4J) 
.550 IF I2 ) 3. THEN' 570 





, 580 E(2,I)=(-lll0/43)*(B(2,N)+A(2,N)+C(2,M)+I2) 
590 IF E(2,I)) .O THEN 660 
600 L = 0 































940 PRINT T,E(4,I),E(8,I),I2 
950 NEXT I 
960 DATA 8, .1 
970 DATA lE-9 ,4e4E-9 
. 980 DA TA • 0, • 0, • 0, • 0,. 0,. 0, .JL.-----------·-·------·-------··--·----·--·--·-----
...... -~.-· ... •·•····· . .-·---···--···· 
985 DATA .o,.o,.o,.o,.o,.o,.o 
990 DA TA • 0, • 0, • 0, • 0, • 0 , • 0, • 0 








Tl L-iF: VOLT/\GF: /\T l 
· \iOL.T/\C'iF. i\T ?. 
VGI .• T f\ (fr: f, T =i 
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VOLTAGE AT 1 
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TIME VOLT/\GE AT 11 








































1 L1BO 0 
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VOLTAGE AT 4 
s.1 605-784 
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Past History Current I 
In the last three examples, we saw that the past history plays an 
important role in digital computer solution. For each step of time the 
equivalent current source I has to be recorded in order to build Itotal 
for the next step and for each inductance and capacitance, we need to 
know Ia,b{t -.o.t). This requires a double list of Ia and Ib. Now if 
the currents in equations (50) and (55) be expressed by equations {49) · 
and (55), respectively, we may find an equation describing Ia,b(t -.At) 
in a form in which I may be computed faster. 
Let us write (49) and (50) again for the sake of convenience. 
ia,b(t) = (At/2L)(e
4
(t) -eb(t)) + Ia,b(t -~t) (69) 
and at time (t -At) equation (69) can be written in the form of: 
ia,b(t -At) = (At/2L)(ea(t-At) -eb(t-At)) + Ia,b(t -2 ..,_t), 
equation (50) is: 
' Ia,bCt-~t) = ia,bCt-b.t) + (e.t/2L)(ea(t·-At) .-eb(t-At)). 
·Find i b(t -A.t) from equation (50) and substitute in equation 
. a, 
(69) and reorder it;-we have: 
Ia,b(t-~t) = Ia,b(t-At)+ 2(~t/2L)(ea(t-At) -eb(t-c.t)) (70) 
Similarly, equations (55) and (56) give: 
Ia,b(t-At) = -Ia,b(t-2.At) -2(2C/A.t)(ea(t-~t) -eb(t-At)) (71) 
&:{uations (70) and (71) could be written in a general form as follows: 
Ia,b(t -~ t) = :!: (I
4
,b(t -2At) + 2H{t) ). 
Wheres 
. + is for inductance 
-is for capacitance 
H(t) = ( ~t/2L)(e
4
(t-~t) -eb(t-~t)} for inductance 




Since approximation is made by trapezoidal rule of integration 
) 
for lumped parameters, there is some error in computing voltage and 
current. However, as long as At is selected sufficiently small, the 
error in practice is completely ignorable. The result obtained by 
trapezoidal method is adequate for the purpose of digital computer 
solution. Compared with other methods, the approximation is more or 
as accurate as other alternative methods. As long as the oscillation 
of highest frequency is represented by sufficient number of points, 
the selection of At is not too important., 
Before we draw our conclusion, it would be a good idea to discuss 
La.place transformation technique of the solution of electromagnetic 
transient or steady state in a circuit. -This will show the advantages 
and disadvantages of both techniques., 
LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION TECHNIQUE 
Differential equations have been used traditionally to describe 
engineering and physical problems particularly in the electrical field. 
Since a general solution is not always available for differential equa-
tions, the La.place transformation is a mathematical tool that greatly 
facilitates the solution of constant-coefficient linear differential . 
equations. By Laplace transforma.tion,-a differential equation can be 
transferred into relatively simple algebraic equations. The complete 




La.place transformation eliminates the independent variable in 
differential equations and operator s takes its place. The s operator 
is a complex quantity and may be handled algebraically in an equation. 
The transformation from the real independent variable domain to 
the s complex variable domain is obtained by integration of the differ-
ential equation as follows: 
By definition the Laplace transformation integral is: 
. F(s) = 5:-str(t)dt = ~f(t) 
o• 
where s is called Laplace operator, f(t) is a known function and F(s) 
is the La.place form of function f(t). 
The inverse transformation or transformation back from s domain 
to the t domain isl 
f(t) = (1/2nj) jF(s)eStds 
Of course there are numbers of books which describe the La.place 




In order to compare the first method with the I.a.place transformation 
technique, an example is illustrated on the next page. 
Laplace transformation result is shown in figs. (47), (48), and 
(49). The dig~tal computer solution result is shown in fig. (50). 
The two results are fairly similar to each other; the difference 
could be considere~ as the approximation used in computing voltage and 
current in both Laplace and digital computer methods~ The two results 
are individually accepted for practical purposes. 
* . 
Floyd E. Nixon, Handbook of La.place Transformation, 2d ed. 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: 1965), PP• 21::44. 
·., 
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Test case No. 4 
Consider the two R -L -C branches shown below. This is similar 
to the example of test case No. 2 with only two branches. 
Let us find voltage at node 2. 
l R L C R 
e(t)(~~c~ 
. . J . . T Ce . J_Ce 
Fig. <46> T 
Givena 
~--. ~~ ..... ,_ .. _ 
Solution: 
e1(t) = 1.0 for t) 0 
e
1 
(t) = o. for t ~o 
R=l 
L = .5 f'H 
C = l~ ·nF·· 
Ce= 10 PF 
t = 1 ns. 
First each element of the circuit is written in the Laplace trans-
formation form, which is replaced in the circuit and then the voltage is 
found in s domain. 
In Laplace transformation form each element is written as follows: 
G: ) 1/sC 
L ·) sL 
/ 
97 
R ~ R 
Ce ~. 1/sCe 
Let the following symbols be assigned for the sake of convenience: 
A = (R + .sL + 1/sC) 
B = (1/sCe) 
then voltage e2(t) is found as follows: 
e2(s) = ei (s) (B(A .f. B))/(AB. + .(A + B)2) 
=e1(s).C(LCCes + RCCes + C + Ce)/(CCe(LCs
2 




















6.0027.101752 + 12.10239 + 4.1oJ4) 
The roots of the polynomial of denominator are found by digital 
computer. Thus e
2
(s) can be written in the following form:· 
e
2
(s) =·1/s -.3619499/(s + 999406 -j2.763.10
8
) -0)619599/(s + 999406 + 
j2.763.108) -.131522/(s + 1.00059.106-j7.2J82.10
8




By inverse Laplace transformation and having: 
+· 
e-Ja = Cos a + jSin a 
... 
In order to be able to compare the Laplace transformation technique 
with the digital computer method by use of trapezoidal rule of integra-
tion, the above example has been solved by both techniques. 
Result of Laplace Transformation Technique 
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COMPARISON AND CONCLUSION 
_Comparison of Both Technigues 
Advantages and limitations of both of these methods are considered 
in the following points: 
Digital computer solution by the use of the trapezoidal rule of 
integration and the Bergeron method approach: 
Advantages: . 
1. Once current or voltage at a node is determined, all currents and 
voltages at all nodes can be found simultaneously. In other words, / 
the entire picture of the circuit with its past history can be deter-
mined at the same time. 
2. Voltage or current is described by a linear equation for each element. 
There is no need to derive a new equation for each element in a differ-
ent type of circuit. 
I 
J •. Complex forcing functions such as sinusoids and exponentials can be 
handled exactly with no approximation. 
4. There is no complex number involved and there is no need to find the 
roots of a polynomial. 
5. This technique is accurate enough for practical purposes and it can 
be applied to very large power systems. 
Limitations: 
1. There is no exact mathematical equation describing the nature of 
current or voltage at a node. 
2. Initial condition or the past history is always needed. 
Laplace transformation technigue 
Advantages: 
1. There is an exact mathematical ·equation describing the nature of 
current or voltage at a node. 
2. There is no need for initial condition; data can be obtained at 
any time easily with only one equation describing the voltage or 
current. 
109 
)e There is no approximation involved in deriving the equations except 
in computing of coef ficientse 
4. La.place transformation technique is analytically and practically 
more precise than. the first methoc::\ ...... ----------.. ---
Limitations: 
1. All or some of the current and voltages can not be found at the 
same time unless for each node an equation describing voltage and 
current has been independently derived~ 
2. Complex numbers are involved and the roots of a polynomial of trans-
fer function have to be found. When the order of the polynomial is 
larger than J, the roots may be found by digital computation. How-
ever, it will be sometimes.impossible to find the roots by digital 
computation when the order of the polynomial is too large. 
I 
110 
J. It is difficult and sometimes impo·ssible to find the inverse matrix 
of an impedance matrix in a large power system. 
4 •. Each forcing function must be transferred to Laplace form and this 
increases the order of the polynomial. 
Conclusion 
The graphical solution of the.Bergeron method and its application 
to digital computer solution of electromagnetic transient for distributed 
parameters and the trapezoidal rule of integration for lumped parameters 
was discussed. The61uations describing the reiation of voltage and 
current on a lossless lin~ and lumped parameters were found; consequently 
the equivalent impedance networks were drawn. Three examples showed the 
step by step digital computer solution and programming. 
To compare this technique with another, the Laplace transformation 
method was introduced. An example was illustrated by both techniques 
and in conclusion the. accuracy, advantages, and disadvantages of both 
methods were discussed. 
The method of solving.electromagnetic transient with the Bergeron 
method approach for distributed parameters and the trapezoidal rule of 
integration for lumped parameters is very efficient and capable of 
handling very large networks. This method may of course be used with 
multiphase systems as well as single-phase. 
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